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EDITORIAL
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Dear customers, 

I am pleased to present to you today 
the second issue of our customer  
magazine. 

We at PATRONAS have enthusiastically 
received the positive response from 
you, our readers, to the first issue. It 
has confirmed our assessment that you 
are not only interested in our products, 
but also in our ideas and plans, and in 
the people you deal with on a daily  
basis when working with PATRONAS. 
We appreciate this very much and 
would like to take this opportunity to 
thank you from the bottom of  
our hearts. 

Review 
Corona continued to keep us busy – 
yet with far fewer restrictions than in 
the previous year. Very positive was 
that we were able to use the summer 
and autumn to meet our clients in  
person once again. 

As already announced, we have also 
invested selectively but extremely in-
tensively in our product world in 2021. 
The large-scale web technology project 
in conjunction with PATRONAS OPUS is 
already bearing fruit.  

On the trading side, we were able to 
connect additional brokers and trading 
platforms, as in previous years. As you 
will learn in this issue, there were also 
pleasing additions to the tradable asset 
classes. 

Another novelty in 2021 was our first 
online customer survey focusing on sat-
isfaction with our products and services. 
The survey results were consistently 
positive to very positive. We have com-
bined this survey with a tree donation 
campaign. What we were particularly 
pleased about: We received many val-
uable suggestions and ideas from you 
– about our products, our customer 
magazine and the survey itself. A big 
thank you to all participants.  

The most important and at the same 
time most forward-looking step in 2021 
was the merger of PATRONAS with niiio 
finance group in December 2021.  

Building the Pan-European WealthTech 
Platform for Asset and Wealth Manage-
ment.  

With this mission in mind, we have 
been working together with niiio finance 
group for several months on the real-
isation of a pan-European WealthTech 
platform for asset and wealth manage-
ment.  

The most important thing in advance: 
Nothing will change for you as a result 
of this merger – neither in our daily 
cooperation nor on the product and 
development side. Heribert Steuer and 
myself – as the founders of PATRONAS –  
will continue to be managing directors,  
which is also secured for the future  
through long-term contracts. The 
changes of the past months are ground- 
breaking for the further successful 
development of PATRONAS. In addition, 
the management of PATRONAS will 
manage the area of institutional  
asset management in the group in  
the future. As members of the niiio 
management board, Heribert Steuer 
and I are significantly responsible for  
the success of the group. 

Enough of introductory and  
retrospective words – I hope  
you will enjoy and gain new  
insights from our second issue  
of PATRONAS Insight. 

Yours, Carsten Osswald
PATRONAS Co-Founder and

Managing Director
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In September 2021, we were able to 
win another renowned asset manager, 
Greiff capital management AG from 
Freiburg, as a new customer.

Throughout the project, not only was a 
direct comparison of the functions and 
procedures of PATRONAS OPUS with 
the previously used system carried 
out, but also further meaningful steps 
for the digitization of the processes 
were implemented.

Markus Merkel, Risk Manager at Greiff 
capital management, explains: “The 
automated front-to-back portfolio 
management solution with cross-CMC 
access to all funds is an excellent 
support. With the FIXhub network, we 
have gained the freedom to connect 
new brokers and trading platforms di-
rectly and with the forward-looking API 
technology, we can now exchange data 
with third-party providers in a highly 
flexible manner. The project for the 
introduction of PATRONAS OPUS ran in 
good cooperation with a timely go live! 
We look forward to growing successfully 
with PATRONAS OPUS in the future.”   

About Greiff capital management 
Greiff capital management AG is a 
privately owned independent asset  
manager with assets under management  
of over 1 billion euros. The company is 
majority-owned by the management 
and is headquartered in Freiburg, 
Breisgau.

The expertise of Greiff capital 
management AG is based on three 
pillars: the asset management of 
single funds, funds of funds and fund 
analysis.

OUR NEW CUSTOMERS
Welcome to the PATRONAS family 

(mlr.) In 2021, we were once again able to welcome new “members” to our 
constantly growing PATRONAS family – including a company from Freiburg, the 
home of PATRONAS.
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     Greiff capital management AG, Germany

Since mid-September 2021, HANSAINVEST 
from the Hanseatic City of Hamburg, a 
renowned service CMC, has also been 
one of our customers. 

HANSAINVEST introduces PATRONAS 
OPUS to support its external fund 
managers in portfolio processing. By 
using PATRONAS OPUS, orders are 
documented from the investment  
decision, through pre-trade compliance, 
to electronic order forwarding to selected  
trading desks, without any media 
breaks. Established interfaces extend 
the process of digitalization and lead to 
further process automation. By using 
the offered Application Service Provider 
operation by PATRONAS, an optimal IT 
operation of the software is guaranteed.

The platform approach and the optimal 
integration into the system world of 
the CMC create additional added value 
for the customers of HANSAINVEST. 
Dr. Jörg W. Stotz, Spokesman of the 
Management Board of HANSAINVEST, 
says: “We are confident that in PATRONAS 
OPUS we have found a system for 
the administration of our funds and 
mandates that will further increase our 
process automation and the efficiency 
of our administrative workflows. We 
look forward to close cooperation and 
further expansion of our collaboration 
with PATRONAS.”

 

HANSAINVEST
The capital management company 
HANSAINVEST Hanseatische Invest-
ment-GmbH was founded in 1969 and 
is part of the SIGNAL IDUNA Group. As 
an independent service CMC (“KVG”) 
for real and financial assets, the  
Hamburg-based company provides a 
wide range of services related to the 
administration of liquid and illiquid 
asset classes.

Headquartered in Hamburg, the company 
also has a branch office in Frankfurt. 
HANSAINVEST is also represented in 
Luxembourg through a subsidiary. 
Around 300 employees manage over 
420 mutual and special funds with 
gross fund assets worth more than 
55 billion euros. In December 2020, 
HANSAINVEST received the “Beste 
Service-KVG” (“best service CMC”) 
award from TiAM, a trade magazine 
published by Finanzenverlag.

HANSAINVEST, Germany
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OUR MEMBERSHIP 
IN THE BVI

Networks – Partners – Information
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(nsg.) PATRONAS has been a member of BVI, the German Association for Invest-
ment and Asset Management, since January 2022. 

The BVI represents the interests of 116 fund companies and asset managers with 
4 trillion euros in investment capital for private investors, insurance companies, 
pension funds, banks, churches and foundations.

We have applied for this membership 
in order to support the tasks and  
positions of the BVI for our industry.

With our information membership, 
we also combine the goal of taking 
advantage of networking opportunities, 
whether at trade fairs, events, webinars  
 
 

or in working groups, and to actively  
engage as a partner in the fund industry. 

Among other things, we are setting the 
first accents with our trilogy in the for-
mat of the BVI: Funds, Facts and Food. 
In this webinar format, we offer three 
topics, the first of which has already 
taken place at the time of publication 
of this issue: 
 

15 February 2022
• Breaking up data silos in asset management    
 Time: 12:00
 Speaker: Heribert Steuer, CTO PATRONAS Freiburg

07 April 2022 
• Advisor process: Advisor in realtime integrated into digital  
 portfolio management process 
 Time: 12:00
 Speaker: Heribert Steuer, CTO PATRONAS Freiburg

12 May 2022  
• The last mile in the order process: how to set up your  
 middle office more efficiently
 Time: 12:00
 Speaker: Heribert Steuer, CTO PATRONAS Freiburg

Norwin Schörrig 
(Director Sales)

We would be very pleased if you would  
register for one of our webinars.

On 24 June 2022 you will also find us at 
the BVI Fund Operations Conference (Level 
1 and 2, Kap Europa at Osloer Straße 5 in 

60327 Frankfurt). As we will have our own 
stand at the conference, you can look  
forward to a small gift from our company.

We hope to meet you again soon in person 
or virtually at a BVI event.

07

https://events.bvi.de/
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(akt.) Developers at PATRONAS are 
constantly on the lookout for new 
technologies and concepts to optimise 
our products. The topics range from 
distributed systems on AWS (Amazon 
Web Services) with Kubernetes to ma-
chine learning with TensorFlow to NFTs 
(non-fungible tokens) as the „latest“ 
new asset class or completely new 
operating concepts.

However, everyday work leaves little 
room for such excursions if they are 
not an integral part of a roadmap. In 
order to stay up to date technologi-
cally, we have introduced a so-called 
„Open Friday“ at PATRONAS (very 
similar to the Google model). On this 
day, developers are allowed to devote 
themselves exclusively to a specific 
topic – always with the aim of having 
created some form of improvement at 
the end of the day (hackathons fulfil a    
         similar purpose, see page 16).

                  Topics deriving from the  
                  field of web technologies  
                   are particularly exciting.  
                    Quantum leaps have  
                     been experienced in this  
                     field in recent years.  
                     Applications such as  
                    Google Earth, which  
                  previously had to be  
                 downloaded and installed  
               on a desktop PC, now run in  
             a browser or on a smartphone  
             hassle-free, sometimes even  
             completely offline. 

The disappointment of developers 
is correspondingly high when they 
implement a new usage concept with 
the web prototype within minutes on 
Friday, only to realise on Monday that 
they are technically thwarted by an 
outdated RCP (Rich Client Platform) 
framework.

So why don‘t we develop more for the 
web if it is so much faster? Knowing 
that the first version of PATRONAS 
OPUS could already be used via a 
browser and ran entirely on the web, 
we must first address the question: 
Why was this path abandoned in the 
first place? „Limited window manage-
ment“ is one answer. In the past, it 
was virtually impossible to synchro-
nise several browser windows and to 
coordinate their contents. It was also 
not possible to move and detach indi-
vidual views into new browser windows. 
Especially when several monitors are 
used, however, this is a very important 
functionality. Besides security concerns 
and the desire for a classic desktop 
application on the part of IT, flexible 
window management was one of the 
main reasons for using the RCP  
framework.

Today, these arguments are a thing of 
the past. Applications like Microsoft  
Office now run in the browser. There 
are no more limitations. With the  
existing HTTP APIs (see page 10), the 
next step is to manage your PATRONAS 
OPUS portfolio on the tablet as well.

WEB IS BACK
PATRONAS resumes web development

Alexander Kuhrt
(Software Engineer)
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Our motivation 
How can we guarantee the long-term 
viability of our products if the underlying 
frontend technology is used less and 
less in other applications and is con-
sequently developed less by the open 
source community? More and more 
often we have to step in and further 
develop the framework. This costs time 
and nerves that we would rather invest 
in our products. 

Similarly, it is becoming increasingly 
difficult to find experienced RCP  
developers. New developers are  
usually not very enthusiastic about  
the idea of learning an old technology. 
 
The trend is web. It is more modern 
and mobile as well as faster. There 
are better tools and frameworks – and 
last but not least, it is easier to find 
new employees for this field. It is the 
future!

Situation today
In 2021, we initiated a change in 
strategy at PATRONAS and decided to 
offer our products as web applications 
again. For this purpose, a new „web 
team“ was created, consisting of expe-
rienced developers and newly recruited 
user interface/user experience (UI/
UX) developers. The majority of the 
team previously worked together at 
Reservix, a large German online ticket 
portal, and therefore brings a lot of 
experience with them. In addition, a 
product designer provides the finishing 
touches.

At the moment we are still in the 
middle of an inventory of the current 
workflows and UI elements of our 
products.

Our goal
In the long term, our goal is to  
completely replace the existing RCP 
technology in the frontend with new 
web technologies. All our products will 
then be operable via a browser and 
their look & feel will be uniform. This 
means: local installations will be a 
thing of the past.

Existing features are to be retained 
as far as possible. However, these will 
be further adapted so that users can 
work faster, more efficiently and more 
intuitively with the product, according 
to our motto: less is more. In con-
crete terms, this means that we are 
developing a context-dependent user 
interface, which, for example, does 
not even offer users actions or input 
fields that do not make sense from a 
technical point of view, or which are 
already filled out correctly. In the end, 
the application should also be able to 
be used on a tablet.

The first customers will soon be able to 
use PATRONAS OPUS functions via the 
browser.



THE WONDERFUL  
 WORLD OF APIs 

What you always wanted to know about APIs but never 
dared to ask 

(tet.) The possibilities of existing APIs 
are often not used. That is a pity. 
Would you also always drive your car 
or bicycle in first gear only?

Let‘s assume that you have PATRONAS 
OPUS in use, as a core system focusing 
on important data and processes. But 
now there are some other systems 
that are optimized for specific data 
and/or specific processes.

You can run these systems inde-
pendently, and there may even be a 
file-based data interface or an entirely 
human interface that uses tools like 
Excel to extract, merge and analyze 
data already.

Wouldn‘t it be great if these systems 
could „communicate“ with each other 
and you could see important infor-
mation from the various systems in 
real-time right where you need it?

If you agree, you should check what 
these systems can do in terms of API. 
Preferably with a concrete use case 
– that makes a technical check much 
easier.

What is an API?   
An interface for programming applica-
tions, API (Application Programming 
Interface) for short, is a program part 
that is made available by a software 
system (e. g. PATRONAS OPUS) to 
other applications for connection to the 
system.

It is therefore used for communication 
and data exchange between different 
applications or systems.

 

How does an API work? 
The principle of an API is that mod-
ules are provided that allow reading, 
changing and creating data. This can 
be implemented quite easily by the 
developers, i. e. on the technical side, 
since a lot is already predefined and 
hopefully also well documented.

However, it is important that the rele-
vant experts from the user department 
are also involved in the implementa-
tion of an API scenario, as they know 
the relevant data and the functions in 
the system very well. Working to-
gether, everything works better – and 
faster.

It should also be clearly defined which 
event should trigger which action – 
ideally with suitable test data and test 
cases defined before development 
begins. Doing this creates the best 
conditions for development and for 
testing the API.

PATRONAS OPUS can do a lot here. At 
the beginning it is probably sufficient 
to generate orders from an expert sys-
tem in PATRONAS OPUS. And then, as 
a next step, make the execution of the 
orders available in the expert system, 
in real time. And then, based on the 
portfolio in PATRONAS OPUS, deter-
mine key figures in a highly specialized 
risk management system, which are 
displayed to the portfolio manager in 
PATRONAS OPUS. And then ... you 
see: Once you start using the API, a 
wonderful world opens up to you.

Thomas Ehret
(Project Manager)
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Since Excel is quite often an important 
system in the process world of our 
customers, we are currently examining 
the possibility of connecting Excel to 
PATRONAS OPUS via API. Be surprised 
by the first use cases in the coming 
months.
 
And what is the point of all this?
To enable an exchange of data between 
different systems is the obligatory task. 
That is the example described above. 
With this, we have shifted up into  
second gear.

Optimal orchestration of business 
processes is the next level. Taking a 
bird‘s eye view of things yields new 
opportunities. The best thing to do is to 
first describe who is to execute which 
business process with which data. In 
the next step you have to decide how 
the system environment should interact 
in the best way for this purpose.

Now you can select the gear that best 
meets your current requirements and 
develop everything in a strategic way, 
which again opens up new possibilities 
for you.

Everyone is talking about APIs. But 
does everybody use them? 
The truth is: Unfortunately, much less 
than would be possible and useful.
This can have various reasons: Lack of 
development capacity, systems that are 
not up to date with the latest technology, 
technical know-how that needs to be 
improved, unrecognized use cases, lack 
of time, other priorities... the list of 
reasons for not using an API is long.

But the list of advantages of APIs is 
much longer.

In our experience, our customers use 
the PATRONAS OPUS APIs in many 
different ways and are very satisfied 
with them. 

We would be pleased if in the future 
more and more customers use the very 
powerful APIs of PATRONAS products to 
optimize their business processes and 
open up new possibilities.
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“No! Try not! Do or do not, there is no try.” 
(Yoda) 
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TRANSACTION 
REPORTING

Enormous advantages due to direct connection to BaFin

(slr.) Since autumn 2021, we offer you the direct connection to BaFin as an  
alternative instead of the connection via a third-party provider, in ESMA format,  
i. e. in accordance with MiFID II/MiFIR transaction reporting, Art. 26 MiFIR. 
 
Advantages of the direct connection

Cost advantage
Up to now, PATRONAS OPUS has sent the transaction reports to various ARMs.
Now PATRONAS OPUS can also send the transaction reports directly to the BaFin, 
which means an enormous cost advantage for you and other customers.

Fulfilling reporting obligations
PATRONAS OPUS has all the information about reporting obligations (e. g.  
Decision Maker, Sending and Executing LEI, SI MIC, whether an asset has to be 
reported or not, etc.).

Clarity of presentation
In the order management perspective, you can see all your generated transaction 
reports on both a current and historical level at a glance.

Visualization in real-time
PATRONAS OPUS visualizes the current state/status of the transaction report,  
i. e. you can see all information permanently in real-time.

Changes made easy
If any reportable information is missing, this will be displayed to you. You can add 
the missing/incorrect information directly in the software using the „edit“ button, 
then the dispatch will be carried out again.

Display of the NCA status
A very significant advantage is that the NCA status is displayed in PATRONAS 
OPUS directly meaning that you do not longer have to log in to the portal of  
BaFin or an ARM service provider to check whether the transaction reports  
have been transmitted and processed.

Sebastian Littner 
(Project Manager) 
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Background of this project 
Due to requests from our customers 
and due to the additional costs for the 
previous procedure via an ARM (Approved 
Reporting Mechanism), PATRONAS has 
developed a direct connection to BaFin 
for transaction reporting.  

Within the scope of the implementa- 
tion project for a new customer, this 
connection was integrated into the 
project so that transaction reporting 
could also take place directly from  
PATRONAS OPUS when PATRONAS 
OPUS went live.  

An important argument was to avoid 
costs for the ARM, i. e. with the imple-
mentation of the project, costs for this 
service are eliminated.

A comfortable solution
In detail, PATRONAS OPUS has all 
mandatory reporting information (e. g. 
Decision Maker, Sending and Executing 
LEI, SI MIC) as well as the information 
whether an asset has to be reported 
or not. You can view the generated 
transaction reports in the order man-
agement perspective at any time. You 
have direct access to both current and 
all historical data, with the current 
data visualized in real-time. 

If mandatory information is missing, 
this will be indicated to you. You can 
enter the missing information directly 
in PATRONAS OPUS, then the dispatch 
will be done again.

What is important for you is that you 
can see the NCA (National Competent 
Authority) status directly in PATRONAS 
OPUS, i. e. it is no longer necessary 
to register with BaFin or with an ARM 
service provider.

The process, which was implemented
with BaFin as part of an ESMA format,
is valid throughout Europe, i. e. it can
also be implemented for other coun-
tries, such as Luxembourg. 

Please feel free to contact us if you 
have any questions regarding this 
issue.



PATRONAS  
TRADEDIRECTOR

(bwr.) Process automation and extended  
requirements, especially for electronic 
trading, are becoming more and more 
important for our clients. For the asset 
classes mainly used, such as shares, 
bonds or exchange-listed derivatives, 
there are sufficiently established 
standard mechanisms. Now OTC  
derivatives are also coming into focus. 
They offer integration into standardised 
electronic trading and possible auto-
mation for the post-trading process. 
We would like to present the most 
important advantages and features of 
PATRONAS TradeDirector to you.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

What does the PATRONAS TradeDirector 
accomplish?
PATRONAS TradeDirector can be used 
as a stand-alone central order man-
agement system. The application is 
ideally suited for centralising trading 
processes - especially when using  
multiple systems in independent com-
pany units. These can be, for example, 
private wealth and institutional trading. 
All common trading functions with their 
desired counterparties are available to 
the traders.

Credit Default Swaps (CDS) and Inter-
est Rate Swaps (IRS)
After both asset classes had already 
been successfully integrated into  
PATRONAS OPUS, it was time to 
expand our PATRONAS TradeDirector 
trading application accordingly. Thanks 
to the specialist knowledge we have 
acquired in the swap world over many 
years, we have been able to ensure 
rapid system integration. In addition, 
we offer advice to our customers on 
how integration into internal processes  
– for possible internal third-party  
systems – can best be realised. 

What is being supported in practice? 
For the asset classes mainly used,  
such as shares, bonds or exchange- 
listed derivatives, there are sufficiently 
established standard mechanisms. 
Now OTC derivatives are also coming 
into focus. They will be integrated into 
standardised electronic trading and 
possible automation for the post- 
trading process as well.   

Our solution for a powerful order and execution management

Bernhard Weiniger 
(Business Analyst) 
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Features at a glance: 
• Receiving CDS and IRS orders from  
 third-party systems via FIX
• Platform connectivity for execution  
 via RFQ or direct trade
• Complete data granularity for  
 settlement and regulatory purposes 
• Usage of all post-trading functions

Our solution – your success 
PATRONAS TradeDirector guarantees 
transparent and secure trading via a 
single user interface and offers a modern 
and open interface architecture. Our 
customers who have already used 
PATRONAS TradeDirector in the past 
appreciate the seamless integration 
into existing system landscapes. 

We will be happy to advise you on this topic.15

https://www.patronas.com/tradedirector
https://www.patronas.com/tradedirector
mailto:info%40patronas.com?subject=Insight


HACKATHON AT  
PATRONAS 

(msz.) As a company, PATRONAS  
aims to play a pioneering role in the 
development of IT. To achieve this, it  
is important that the development  
department is constantly evolving 
technologically and that the team 
keeps up to date with new technologies 
across the entire development stack, 
even if they are not yet used in daily 
work.

It is just as important for PATRONAS to  
constantly improve the close integration  
of the individual areas within the com-
pany. It is not enough to ensure this 
only at the level of formal processes  
– a lively and creative atmosphere 
also requires a feeling of togetherness 
throughout the entire corporate team, 
across departmental boundaries.
To achieve this on a technological 
and emotional level, PATRONAS uses 
various concepts. One of these is the 
“Hackathon”.

What is a Hackathon?
“Hackathon” is an invented word made 
up of “hacking” and “marathon”. In the 
narrow sense, it refers to an event in 
which a group of software developers 
work together on a software project 
with a clearly defined goal over a 
limited period of time – usually two or 
three days. The participants usually 
come from different areas of IT; they 
often do not know each other before 
the hackathon begins or have not 
worked together before or only very 
loosely.

 

One of the basic principles is that the 
event takes place in a framework that 
is as little formalised as possible, that 
the participants organise themselves 
and that the common goal is achieved 
without a central management.

Such a hackathon can involve a few 
participants who may even all be-
long to the same company, or several 
hundred who come together from all 
over the world, for example at large 
international IT congresses or universi-
ties. A prominent example is HackMIT, 
which takes place every year at MIT in 
Cambridge and attracted over 1,200 
participants in 2017.
At larger events, the hackathon is 
often organised as a competition, with 
individual sub-teams competing to find 
the best solution to the initial problem.

A hackathon is an excellent way to 
unleash the creative potential of the 
participants. At this event you can try 
out new technologies with a concrete 
objective or develop a working proto-
type for an existing project idea. But 
it can also serve to network software 
developers, strengthen team cohesion 
and train interdisciplinary work.

The project idea
The hackathon, which took place at 
PATRONAS in autumn 2021, was initi-
ated by the development team, yet it 
was explicitly aimed at all employees 
of the company. 

In order to find a topic, a compa-
ny-wide survey was organised in 

Deepening technologies and connecting employees
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advance, which produced a very 
diverse list of suggestions. A general 
vote then produced as the favourite 
the development and operation of a 
web application that was to record 
and display statistics relating to the 
popular first-person shooter “Half-Life” 
in online multi-player mode in real 
time. The technical goal was to map 
the complete development and oper-
ation cycle of such a product, starting 
with the selection of technologies, the 
design of the UI and the implementa-
tion of the various IT components to 
automated testing, deployment and 
monitoring. In particular, a state-of-
the-art technology stack was to be 
used, which is envisaged in the next 
generation of our PATRONAS products.

The statistical data, such as rankings, 
were to be collected, processed and 
displayed in real time by some of the 
participants playing Half-Life during 
the hackathon.
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Matthias Scholz 
(Software Engineer) 



A web application is created 
In the end, most of the developers 
and participants from other PATRONAS 
departments met on two days in Sep-
tember 2021 – a Friday and Saturday 
– at the company’s premises to realise 
the project. In addition to catering, the 
company also provided a full working 
day.

“Half-Life” offers a remote API via the 
Steam servers in the cloud, which can 
be used to request the required game 
data in real time. This data is request-
ed by the server part of the applica-
tion created during the hackathon and 
made available to the web client via 
the data stream middleware “Apache 
Kafka” on an event-based basis. The 
client designed and implemented as 
part of the project is based on the 
“React” web framework, loads the data 
from the server and prepares it in a 
format that can then be displayed in a 
web browser. The display is automat-
ically updated whenever the data col-
lected statistically in the game changes 
via the data events forwarded from 
“Half-Life” via “Kafka”.

While some of the participants were 
playing “Half-Life” online with each 
other, evaluations were displayed in 
real time on a large monitor in the 
room (see picture on page 19).

A successful event
The hackathon in autumn 2021 is 
considered a successful event. Not only 
was there great commitment from the 
staff involved (some of the participants 
worked together on the project late into 
the night), but the hands-on experience 
also deepened their knowledge and 
understanding of the new technologies 
used. In addition, the intensive work 
on a common goal in an informal and 
creative atmosphere also strengthened 
the bond between the employees. For 
everyone involved, it was a positive 
and a shared experience that was a lot 
of fun. For PATRONAS, the resulting 
strengthened bond with the company 
is a valuable result.
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Experiences and outlook 
The PATRONAS hackathon showed 
that such an event is an enrichment 
for the company and its employees on 
many levels. Therefore, many people 
expressed the wish to participate in 
another hackathon.

Among other things, it became clear 
that such a project must also offer 
non–developers a sufficient framework 
for their own contributions. If you 
want to involve participants from areas 
beyond development, you have to of-
fer not only purely technological focal 
points but also starting points for the 
strengths that employees from other 
areas of the company bring with them.

The insights gained at PATRONAS 
in autumn 2021 will be used in the 
planning of further hackathons. In any 
case, we are already looking forward 
to the next hackathon in 2022.



CUSTOMER SURVEY 2021

The responses to our survey were very differentiated and consistently positive. 
The participants derived from all user groups of our system worlds: from portfolio 
management as well as from order and risk management, from the middle and 
back office as well as from compliance.  
 
Among the responses, we noted a significant proportion of women in portfolio 
and order management. 72% of respondents are between 40 and 59 years old 
and 28% between 20 and 39 years old. We found a balanced mix between new 
and long-standing clients, as you can see in the chart: 
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Valuable feedback and environmental contribution

(ssr.) In 2021, we conducted our first online customer survey and completed it 
with twofold success. Firstly, we received direct feedback from you on our prod-
ucts and services, which is very helpful to us in our work. In addition, as a thank 
you for your participation in our customer survey and as an environmental  
contribution by PATRONAS, which is certainly in your interest, over 200 trees 
were planted. Thank you very much for your commitment and 
your feedback which has been very valuable – for both our  
cooperation and climate protection.

1 - 3 years (32%)

‹ 1 year (20%)

7 – 10 years (26%)

› 10 years (6%)
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The various investment areas of our clients are distributed 
as follows, with multiple answers possible: 

Fixed income (72%)

Swaps (20%)

Alternatives (12%)

Funds (78%)

Certificates (40%)

Derivatives (40%)

Others (12%)
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We are particularly proud of the fact 
that 94% of our customers are either 
very satisfied or satisfied with their 
contact with us and receive quick 
and uncomplicated answers to their 
questions. The same applies to the 
introduction of PATRONAS OPUS/
QuickStart: all participants were very 
satisfied or satisfied with the introduction. 
The projects and the trainings also 
received positive feedback.

The most important functions used on 
a daily basis are trading, master data, 
portfolio management and investment 
compliance. 

Outstanding at this point is the number 
of connected brokers.

 

Simone Steuer
(Academy Manager) 
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Do PATRONAS products meet your expectations? 
92% say PATRONAS products meet their expectations.  

All PATRONAS TradeDirector customers fully
agree (100%).

When asked about PATRONAS subsidi-
ary FIXhub, we could see that there is 
a need for more information. FIXhub 
is our hosted & managed order routing 
network as a cost-efficient solution 
to set up, manage, monitor and test 
connections for all counterparties 
(buy- and sell-side) and asset classes. 
Please feel free to read more on the 
FIXhub-Homepage.
 
The readers of our first INSIGHT issue 
found it excellent or good. The articles 
about new customers and PATRONAS 
OPUS were particularly well received. 
We are happy to comply with your 
overwhelming request (89% of the 
participants in our survey) and will in 
future send our customer magazine 
INSIGHT online.

We thank you very much for your  
suggestions and ideas about the 
website and will include them in the 
current redesign.

 

Overall, we can draw the result for us 
from this survey that the overwhelm-
ing majority (98%) is very satisfied or 
satisfied with us, they enjoy working 
with the products and the expectations 
are almost completely fulfilled with an 
outstanding value of 92%.  

You like to recommend us to others 
and do so on many occasions – thank 
you very much for that!
 
As a successful conclusion to the 
customer survey, we received words 
of praise, which we were very pleased 
about. Your feedback was very valu-
able and inspires us in our work and 
in our efforts to become even better: 
“Good job!” and “Keep it up. With you 
as a partner, you get ahead.”

We are very pleased to hear that. We 
are not only proud of our work, but 
also of the fact that we are counting 
you among our customers. 

yes (92%)

no  (6%)

PATRONAS  
TradeDirector 
customers (43%) 100% yes

The TradeDirector trading system has also received a very positive 
evaluation. Without exception, the users are of the same opinion: 

the system fully meets the requirements.

https://www.fixhub.net/
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